WPU unviels bold vision for future
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The top floor has an outdoor terrace area for
students to relax and the lower floor will have study
areas and possibly a new dining option for students.
The expansion of the residential space will include a
promenade that will combine parts of Person Street
district to Seaboard Station district, which will allow
students to take advantage of the neighborhoods
around campus, such as shopping areas and
restaurants.
“Residential halls are our top priority
right now and it would take about 18 months to
fully construct them once we have the funding and
approval,” said Rocky Yearwood, Peace’s VP of
Office and Finances, who worked to determine the
finances needed for the Master Plan.
Other Buildings
Along this promenade will also be a new
recreational building that will not only provide
volleyball and basketball spaces for athletes, but will
also have spaces for fitness, dining options, and a
variety of meeting places.
Peace is looking to expand its athletics off
of campus by constructing a new sports complex that
administration is continuing to explore in the future.
This plan also involves expanding and improving
current buildings such as Pressley to increase
classroom space and open up more opportunities for
immersive learning.
New academic buildings will be erected on
the opposite side of campus where Main parking lot
currently is and will include flexible classrooms and
work areas along with utilizing several outdoor areas
to further the university’s strategic growth planning.  
These academic buildings may serve as
places for concentration in Sciences and Technology.
They will also be facing Person Street with glass
windows to let people who are walking or driving
by the university to catch a glimpse of what Peace is
doing day to day.
The same will also be done for Kenan Hall
which will be redone to have better seating and
stage space along with the glass window exterior
so that the theatre department will always be in the
spotlight.  
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Timeline
The Master Plan’s end date goal is in 2040
and the university has already established fundraisers
to help move it forward.
“When I first came here six years ago, Peace
was undergoing some incredible changes, not all of
which were popular,” Yearwood said. “ At that time,
there was an article about Peace as ‘the little engine
that could.’ I like to think that we will continue that
impression, that Peace will be viewed as a school
that did, and continues to do, very positive things for
its students and for the community.”
While this Master Plan definitely invites
new changes and improvements some students are
hesitant about Peace’s transformation.
“This “master plan” is going to be
incredibly expensive,” said Eboni Harrison, a senior
at Peace with a major in Simulation and Game
Design. “It looks very nice and it would definitely be
an improvement to make the campus a little bigger.
But I like Peace the way it is small and easy to get
around.”
WPU has accomplished  a tremendous
amount over the last year through the introduction
of 10 new majors, 6 new athletic teams, many new
on campus events such as Pacers After Dark, and
the renovation of 2nd Belk with the inclusion of the
Pacer Hub and Sandella’s. Peace recognizes these
successes and wants to push even further to grow the
university.
To do this, Dr. Ralph introduced the
Strategic Plan, called Believe in Peace,  which will
serve as the foundation of Peace’s learning program
for the future. This plan seeks to make the most
out of a student’s education. Some of the plans
include creating immersive learning experiences
through flexible classrooms, further growing
Peace’s partnerships with organizations around the
Triangle, creating a digital portfolio program to help
students prepare a well designed portfolio for career
employment, and much more.
However, Dr. Ralph says that many of the
plans and program set out in the Believe in Peace
Plan could not all be accommodated through the
current state of the university, which is where the
Master Plan comes in.
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STUDENT RECREATION CENTER
“We’ve already made so much
progress as a university, and
this just gives me that much
more reason to stay connected
as an alumni! Peace will
definitely continue to grow and
become that much more a part
of the downtown community.”
Jordan pictured left

-alyssa jordan ‘19

NC FC BIDS FOR MSL STADIUM IN DOWNTOWN RALEIGH
Ethan McElvaney ‘19
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This summer, proposed soccer team NC FC
started to campaign for a major league soccer stadium
across the street from Seaboard Station as part of a bid to
make Raleigh one of the next MLS expansion cities.
According to Editor-In-Chief Simon Borg of the
MLS, Raleigh failed to become a finalist in the race to
house the next major soccer teams.
The MLS will choose from Cincinnati, Detroit,
Nashville, and Sacramento at the end of the year, yet

Borg says all of the markets that did not finalize will still
be in consideration for two more expansion teams that
will be decided at some point in the future.
The NC FC website states that construction
of the stadium will require the government to raise a
group of buildings known as the State Government
complex. In their place, the complex will include several
improvements to the area such as retail stores and
extended parking.

According to MLS journalist Sam Stejskal, both
the stadium and the multi-use complex will cost $750
Million, but none of it will come from taxpayer money
because the development will be placed on state property.
The stadium is estimated to bring $2.8 billion
in present value and $226 million in annual profit city
in addition to many new eating, entertainment, and
shopping options for William Peace Students according
to the Peace website.
Mary Puckett, head of the women’s soccer team
at Peace, rather likes the proposal.
“I think [the stadium] had a lot of upside
because it would mean that Raleigh is a soccer town,”
said Puckett, “That might build up some excitement for
soccer in the area and it would be convenient to attend
games from here”.
This sentiment is echoed by Peace’s student
athletes.
“I love it. It’s a great idea!” said men’s soccer
player Will Hall.
“I think it’s a good idea because it will bring
more people to our area, but I’m curious as to how it will
affect our campus” replied women’s softball player Alex
Garrison.
However, non-athletic students had a mixed
reaction to the whole situation.
“I see how we’d benefit economically, but
there’s going to be a lot of traffic” said Anna Woody. “It’s
gonna be insane!”
Juan Pleitez had much to say on his skepticism.

major athletic updates
“I’m so excited about the future of William
Peace University!  Our sweet Peace
College of years past is growing into a
thriving university, while maintaining the
quaint and charming campus feeling we all
treasure. I’m looking forward to moving
my daughter on campus in 2025!”

NEW ACADEMIC BUILDINGS
“It’s exciting to see
the new additions to
campus since I’ve
graduated, as well as
the long term plan to
grow the Peace we
know and love.”

RENOVATIONS IN KENAN

-christy anthony perry ‘91

-Michael Marchetta ‘17

peace street endures major construction
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Peace Street is expected to be reduced down
to one lane of traffic in each direction at least for this
school year. This is due to road construction on the
Peace Street overpass and the Wade Avenue bridge

overpassing Capital Boulevard.
The road construction is already
underway.
With the Peace Street bridge being
over 65 years old, it isn’t getting
a good rating. According to N. C.
Department of Transportation, the
bridge that overpasses Peace Street
currently has a 44.9 sufficiency rating
out of a possible 100.  The Wade
Avenue bridge is over 60 years old
and has a low sufficiency rating as
well, including a vehicle weight limit.
To name a few of the changes that
are slated to happen, bike lanes will
be added to Peace Street between the
end of the ramp, and sidewalks will be widened along
Peace Street and most of the surrounding area.  
“I do go down Peace street quite a lot just in

general. No delays necessarily getting to class, but I
have noticed that they have been doing a lot of work at
night. Around 9 p.m., they put cones in the street and
they have been doing a lot of major road construction
at night, probably to combat the fact that people are
doing a lot of commuting during the day,” said senior,
Ashley Chubbuck.
According to NCDOT, Capital Boulevard
and Peace Street will be open to traffic from 6 a.m.
to 9 p.m. weekdays to make rush hour traffic flow
easier. However, there may be lane restrictions. Road
construction is scheduled to take place between
midnight and 5 a.m. Weekend road and interchange
closures are possible from 9 p.m. Fridays until 6 a.m.
Mondays.
The road construction is suppose to last until
next summer, but due to weather conditions such as
Hurricane Irma, the end to the road construction may
not be as soon as everyone would like it to be.

